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 One of seven key growth sectors

 Generates £11 billion of economic activity

 Contributes £6 billion to Scottish GDP

 Helps create strong Scotland identity and profile

 Strong Government support

 Mature sector with coherent strategy and established leadership 
group

Tourism Sector – An Overview





 Coherent and agreed Strategic Plan in “Awakening the 
Giant”

 2015 - marine recreation and tourism contributed £485 
million in GVA and employed 29,500 workers. 

 In 2015, marine recreation and tourism accounted for 10 
per cent of GVA and 37 per cent of employment in the core 
marine sector. 

 In 2015, marine tourism accounted for 13 per cent of total 
Scottish tourism GVA, and 14 per cent of all employment in 
the sector. 

Marine and coastal sector



 Funding constraints & competing pressures.

 Brexit priority.

 Importance of tourism to rural economies

 Need to tackle sector constraints to growth more quickly and 
effectively. 

 Major investments take time to deliver – need to be planning 
for post 2020 strategy.

And why now?



 Continue to make the case for tourism

 Clearly linked to the Economic Strategy and 4is

 True collaborative approach (1 strategy & 1 set of 
priorities)

 1 agreed long term plan

 Evidenced business cases

 Access to a range of funding from a range of partners

How we aim to work 



 High level Tourism Working Group  - February 2017

 Remit

 to look at opportunities to support accelerated 
economic growth.

 Deliverables:

 a long term economic vision

 short term funding priorities for the 18/19 and 19/20 
spending review 

Steps in the right direction 



 Single economic narrative signals collaborative approach

 Will:

 demonstrate the economic importance of the tourism sector

 provide the context and evidence to support high business 
growth

 deliver ‘one version’ of the truth and a common dataset 

 inform public sector spending and strategic priorities and  
delivery

 Provide the departure point for the new tourism strategy

Steps in the right direction (2) 



• Preparation for the post 2020 Tourism Strategy

• Economic Research 

• Coping with success?

• SG Response to Scottish Expert Advisory Panel on the Collaborative 

Economy

• Likely Culture, Tourism, Europe & External Relations Committee Inquiry 
into “Capacity in the tourism sector to meet the Scottish Tourism 2020 
targets”

• Continuing to engage with stakeholders

Future Work



Tourism in Scotland: the Economic Contribution of the 
Sector

Economic Research



• Reflects our ongoing commitment to marine and coastal tourism

• Latest stats show £485m GVA

• Detailed negotiations underway with SG and EventScotland prior to 

further announcements later in 2018

• Legacy is key: 

• Infrastructure

• Skills

• Global reputation

• Confidence of the sector

Year of Coasts and Waters 2020 
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